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POLARITY COMPATIBLE WITH A CLOSURE SYSTEM 
BoHUMiL SMARDA, Brno 
(Received September 30, 1976) 
A symmetric relation on a non empty set is called a polarity, in general. In [8] 
a C-polarity Qc{^) on a closure space (S, Q) is defined — »S is a non empty set and Q 
is a closure system on S — in the following way: a Qc{^) b <^ä n b Q C, where 
a, b E S, С ^ S and M denotes the closure of M g S' in Q. This C-polarity is a gen-
erahzation of some polarities from [1], [3], [4], [5] and [7] defined in 1-groups, 
po-groups, lattices and semigroups (see [8], § 3). We denote p{A, C) = {x e S : x n 
nä ^ С for each аеЛ}, р''''\Л, С) = plp%A, C) С] for every Л, С ^ S and 
a positive integer n; Гс{Б, Q) = {p(A, C) : Л g S}, Г{8, Q) = Oi^dS, ß) : С g 5'}. 
А set Л g S, Л = р^-{Л, С) is called а C-polar. • 
In § 1 of this paper we compare a C-polarity and a (general) polarity using the 
results of F. SiK (see [6]). It is shown that the set Гс{5, Q) of all C-polars on a closure 
space [S, Q) is a complete Boolean algebra for each С g -S, ordered by the set-
inclusion (Corollary 1.4). Further, a polarity on [S, Q) compatible with Q is in­
vestigated. This polarity is characterized by the fact that all polars are closed. A C-
polarity Qc{^) is compatible with Q for each С e JQ if and only if Q is an algebraic 
closure system and a distributive lattice (Theorem 1.11). 
In § 2 we show that a C-polarity on a closure space is a polarity defined in [7] on 
a suitable semigroup and some connections of these polarities are given. 
A C-polarity on special closure spaces (topological spaces of Bourbaki, spaces 
with closed points) is investigated in § 3. 
L POLARITY COMPATIBLE WITH A CLOSURE SYSTEM 
1.1. Definition. A symmetric binary relation (5 in a non empty set S is called 
a polarity in S. For each A ^ S WQ define a set ô(^A) = {x e S : x ô a for each a G A} 
and(5"(yl) = <5[(5"~^(Л)] for each positive integer n. If A = ô^(A), then A is called 
a d-polar. The set of all (5-polars in S will be denoted by Г^{8) (or briefly f). 
1.2. ([6], Theorem 3.) A) Let 3 be a polarity in a set S. Then r^[S) is a complete 
lattice, infima in Г are set meets, S and A = [s e S : s S x for each x e S] are the 
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greatest and the least element of Г, respectively, and the map Л G Г i—> ô{À) is an 
involution, i.e. Ô\A) = A, ô{\/A^) = Л<5(Л), <5(ЛЛ) = W^A) for all A, А^еГ. 
в) Let Ö be an antireflexive polarity in a set S. Then Г^(5) is complemented and 
Ô(^A) is a complement of A e Tj^S). 
C) Let Ô be an antireflexive polarity in a set S with a property (Dß): 
X non ô y => there exists z e S such that z non ô z, z ^ x, z <^y, where •< is 
a quasiorder in S induced by ô(^a -Kbo{uob=>uô a}). Then Г^[8) is a complete 
Boolean algebra. 
1.3. ([6], Theorem 4.) A) Let Ъ be a complete lattice of subsets of a set S, let 
infima in 33 be set meets and let A -^ Ä be a map of © into 93, fulfilling A" = A, 
(V^a)' = AA'a for all A, A^e^. Denote by X the greatest element of ^ . Then 
there exists a unique polarity ô in X such that Г^(Х) = Ф. 
в) Let 93 be as in A) and in addition, let Ä be a complement of A for any A in ®. 
Then ô is antireflexive. 
с ) Let Ъ be a complete Boolean algebra of subsets of a set S, let infima in Ф 
be set meets. Denote by X the greatest element of 93. Then there exists a unique 
polarity Ö in X such that Г^[Х) = ©. Furthermore, ô is antireflexive and ö has the 
property {Dß) from 1.2. 
Remark . The polarity è from 1.3 is defined in the following way: xdyoyex, 
where x = Ç\{A еЪ :xe A]. 
1.4. Corollary. The set Гс{3, Q) of all C-polar s on a closure space {S, Q) is 
a complete Boolean algebra for each С Q S, ordered by set-inclusion. Further, 
A p(A„ C) = n p{A„ C), V pUi, C) = p'l и р{Ль с). С] for every A, g 5, ie 
iel iel iel iel 
e / Ф 0 and a complement of a C-polar p{A, C) is p^{A, C) for each A ^ S. The 
greatest element of FdS, Q) is S = p(0, C) and the smallest element of Fc{S, Q) 
is С = p(S, C). 
Proof. C-polarity Qc{^) is a symmetric and antireflexive relation in S and we shall 
prove the property (Dß) from 1.2, C): If x non Qc{^) y, then x n y non e С and if 
we choose z e(x n y)\C, then z n z = z non g С, i.e., z non QC{^) Z. Further, 
if и Qc{^) X, then w n x e С and ünz^ün[xny)^ünx^C, i.e., и Qc{^) z 
and z -< X in the quasiorder •< induced by Qc{^) in S. Similarly, we can prove z < y. 
The rest follows from 1.2. 
1.5. Proposition. Let ô be an antireflexive polarity in S, S ^ 0. Then ^^(ГД^)) Ш 
Ш à. Further, QQ{FJ^S)) = Ô if and only if ô%a) n оЩ = дЩ implies aôb 
for a, b E s. 
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Proof, ir a,be S, then aôb impHes ô\b) g ô{a) and ô^{a) n ô\b) g (52(a) n 
n (5(a) = ^2(0). Further, a ^0(Г5(5:)) Ь < : > а п Б д 0 in Г^{8) о ô\a) n ^^(Ь) = 
== ОЩ. 
1.6. Corollary. If ô is an antireflexive polarity in S, which fulfils ^ Ф 0 and has 
the property {Dß)from 1.2, then Ô = Г0(ГД5)). 
Proof. If X non ô y, X, y E S, then {Dß) imphes the existence of an element z e S 
such that z non ô z, z ^x, z < y. The relation z < x means: s ô x => s ô z, (s e S), 
i.e., z G (52(x). Similarly z e ô\y). Further, ^^(0) =, ^(5) = {s e S : s ô x for every 
X G S}. If z e ^2(0), then z (5 z, a contradiction. Then ^^(0) ф ô\x) n ô^{y) and the 
rest follows from 1.5. 
Remark. C-polarity QC{^) is antireflexive and has the property (Dß) (see the proof 
of 1.4) and thus QC{Q) = QßirdS, Q)). 
1.7. Definition. Let ^ be a relation on a closure space (S, Q). We say that ô is 
compatible with Q, when s ô A => s ô Ä for every s E S and A ^ S. 
Remark, s 3 A means s ô a for each a E A. 
1.8. Proposition. Let ô be a symmetric relation on a closure space [S, Q). Then 
it holds: 
1) ô is compatible with Q if and only if ô(A) = ô(A) for each A ^ S. 
2) If ô is compatible with Ü, then Г(о) g Q. 
Proof. 1) is clear. 2) If x G Ö{A), then x G Ô\{X}) g ô\ô(A)) = ОЩА)) = ô{A) 
and ДА) g Ô{A). 
1.9. Proposition. 1) C-polarity Qc(^) is a symmetric relation and QC{Q){AL) = 
= p(A, C) for every A, С Q S. Гс{^, Q) = Г{дс{и)). 
2) C-polarity Qc(Q) is compatible with Q if and only if fdS, ^) g Q. 
3) C-polarity Qc{0) is compatible with Qfor each С g S if and only if Г(8, Q) = 
= Q. 
Proof. 1) Qc{Q) (A) = {SES :s QC{^) a for each a E A] = p{A, C). 
2) <= : rc{S, Q) Ш ^ implies _р(Л, C)n Äß p{A, C) n p^{A, C) = p(A, C) n 
n p\A, C) = С and similarly p(Ä, С) n Л g С. From [8], 1.7 we have р(Л, C) g 
g p{Ä, С) g р(А, С). =>: see 1.8,2. 
3) <= : r(S, Q) = Q implies Гс{8, 0) g ß for each С g .S and the rest follows 
from 2. =>: see 1.8,2. 
1.10. Lemma. Let (S, Q) be a closure system and Q a distributive lattice with 
operations A A В = Ä n B, A v В = Au В for every A, В ^ S. Then x n 
n U{^^ : N g Л finite} g x n \j{ä : aEA} for every XES, A ^ S. 
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l i V 5 ' Proof. 3c n U{N :N Ш A finite} = \j{x nN :N ^ A finite} - U{^ ^ {a 
TZ'ä^ :N = {ofĵ , ...,öf;̂ ^v} Ш Л finite} = \J{^ ^{äiN ^ ••• ^^UN) 'N = {öi^. ••• 
.. о ûfjt/v} E ^ finite} = U{(^ «̂  ^liv) u ... u (x n ä̂ t̂ v) : Л̂  = {<^IN^ • • -̂  ^UN} g ^ fi­
nite} g Ùll^c n äi;v) u ... u(3c n ä],f,) :N = {a^^, ..., ßf̂ îv} E ^ finite} = , , 
= (j{x n ä : a G /1} = X n U{^ : ^̂  ^ ^ } -
1.11. Theorem. The following assertions are equivalent: 
1) C-polarity Qc{Q) i^ compatible with Q for each С e Q. 
2) X n A = X n \J{ä : a e A] for every x e S, A Q S. 
3) Q is an algebraic closure system and a distributive lattice with operations 
АлВ = АпВ, ÄvB = Au В for every A, В ^ S. 
Remark . 1. An algebraic closure system Q on S is я closure system with the 
property: Ä = \J{N :N ^ A finite} for each Л g S (see [2]). 
2. The assertion 2 is the same kind of distributivity in Q : x n \J{ä : a e A] = 
= X n A = X n\j{ä : a EA} = \j[x n a : ä eA}. 
Proof. 1 => 2: The fact U{-^ n a : a G A] = x n \j{a : a e A} g x n U{^ '- a e A} 
implies x G p(A, x n\j{ä : a e A]) = p(Ä, x n[J{ä : a e A}). Thus x n Ä = x n 
n (J{b : b e Ä} = \j{x n b : b e Ä} g 3c n \j{ä : a e A}. The inclusion x n Л з 
^ X n\j{U : a E A] IS clear. 
2 => 1: If X G p{A, C), Л g 5, CE ß , then x n \j{ä : a E A} = [J{x n â : 
: a E A] g С and thus x n À = x n \j{ä : a E A} g C. It means that x G p{Ä, С) 
and p{A, С) g p{Ä, С). The inclusion p{A, C) э p{Ä, С) follows from [7], 1.2,d). 
1 =^ 3: Let X, y, Z g 5. Then (X u Z) n (У u Z) = ( J n F) u Z g {FWYyû 
vTZ. If we denote (TWf)UZ = K, then X u Z g ДУ u Z, K) = p{Tu2, K). 
It means (X u Z) n ( F u Z ) g К and T ^ g р(Х u Z, X) - p{X u Z, i^). 
Finally, J u Z n F u Z g X = (X n F)T7Z and ß is a distributive lattice. If 
X G Л, then Зс g Л" and x n U { ^ : N Q A finite} g 3c n U{^ : a E A] = x n Ä = x 
(see Lemma 1.10 and 1 о 2). This fact imphes x G 3c g U { ^ : iV g /1 finite} and 
^ ^[J{N : N ^ A finite}. The inclusion Л ^ U { ^ * ^^ ^ ^ finite} is clear and Q 
is an algebraic closure system. 
3 => 1: Let X G p(/l, C), Л g 5. Then x n a g С for each a E A, i.e., 3c n (J (a : 
: a е Л } = (J {x n ä : a E A} ^ С, Now, if iV is a finite subset in Л, iV = {а1,...,а^}, 
then 3c n iV = 3c n äi u ... u äfc = (Зс n ä i) u .. . u (Зс n ä/c) g C, because 3c n ä/ g С 
(i = 1, ..., /^). Further, x n Ä = x n \J{N : iV g Л finite} = и { ^ п ] У : ^ д Л 
finite}^ g С, i.e., x e p{Ä, С), Finally, ^ Л , С) g р(Л, С), [8], 1.2,d) implies р(Л, С) 3 
3 Р{А, С) and ^с(^) is compatible with Q, 
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1.12. Proposition. Let (5, Q) be a closure system. Then it holds: 1. Let A, C, D ^ 
Q Б,АШ C. Then p{A, C) n p{C, D) = p{A, D) if and only if ^Д^) ^^ compatible 
with Q and D ^ C. 
2. / / QD{Q) is compatible with Q and D я C, then D = С n p{C, D). 
Proof. 1. =^: p{Ä, D) = p(Ä, A) n p{A, D) = S n p{A, D] - p{A, D) and 1.8.1 
implies the compatibiHty of QriQ) with Q. D = p{S, D) = p(S, C) n p(C, D) g 
g p{S, C) = C, 
<=: If X G p{A, D), then 3c n ä g D g С for each a e A Siud x e p{Ay C). Further, 
xnc^xr\\J[ä:aeA}QD for each с e C. It means that x e p{C, D), i.e., 
p{A, D) g p(A, C) n p(C, D). If X e p{A, C) n p(C, /)), then x n ä g C, x n c^g 5 
for every a e A, с e C. Compatibility of QD{^) with Q implies x e p(C, D) = p(C, D), 
i.e., 5c n С = X n (J{y : у e C} = U{^ n у : у e C} ^ D. Finally, x n â g x n 
n С g 5 and X e p{A, D), p{A, C) n p{C, D) g p{A, D). 
2. From 1 it follows that D = p{S, D) = p{S, C) n p{C, D) = С n p(C, D). 
2. POLARITY ON SEMIGROUPS 
2.1. Definition. (See [7].) Let (S, •) be a semigroup. A mapping x : exp S -> exp S 
fulfilling the following conditions: 
J. A я S => A Ш A^, 
II. A,B^S, АШВ,=>А,Ш Б „ 
m. Аш s=>s.А^шл^, 
lY. А, В Ш S => А , В^ ^ (А . В)^ 
is called an ideal mapping and a set A ^ S with the property A^ = A is called an 
x-ideal in S. A system of all x-ideals in S for a given ideal mapping is called an 
x-system. 
2.2. Proposition. / / Q is a closure system on a set S and x : exp (exp S) -> 
•-> exp (exp S) such that sé^ = {X e exp 5 : X g Я, X 4= 0 for a suitable A e ja/} 
for each se g exp S', f/zen x /s an ideal mapping in the commutative semigroup 
(exp S, •), where A . В == A r\ В for every Л, Б g 5. 
Proof. I. j / g ^ ^ is clear. II. If j / g J* ,̂ Уе j / ^ , then there exists Ae s^ such 
that y g Л. It means that Ae^^, i.e., there exists Б e ^ such that A ^ В and 
у g Л g 5 = S, Уе J* .̂ Finally, J</^ g J^ .̂ III. If s^ Ш exp 5, X e ja/^, У e exp S, 
then there exists A e s^ such that X g Л, i.e., Х . У = Х п У д Л п У д Л . It 
imphes X . Уе j / . , and s^^. exp 5 g s/^. IV. If sé,^ ^ exp S, X e j / , Уе J* ,̂ 
then there exists Б е ^ such that У е Б and thus X . У = X r\Y Я.Х c\Ye 
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2.3. Definition. (See [7].) Let (S, % ^) be a commutative semigroup with ^ ^ero e 
(i.e., s . e = e . s = e for each s e S). We define a symmetric relation (У in ^ called 
Ô'-polarity, in the following way: 
xô'yox.y = e for X, y e S , x Ф 3;, 
X Ö' X о X = e for X E S . 
2.4. Proposition. / / (S, •, ̂ ) fs a commutative semigroup with a zero e, Q /̂  ^^ 
x-system on S and s . s = e implies s = e, for s e S, then it holds: ô' = Q {Q\ ,^^ 
Proof. =>: pe{e}^=^{p}^n{p}^ = {p}^^{e}^=> PQ^,}{Q)p=> pô'p=^ p ^ 
= e => {e}, = {e}. 
<=: If a (5' fo, a Ф fo, a, b e S, then a . b = e, be d'{a), {b}^ g <5'(Ö), / Д | g 
g ^''(a) - see [7], 1.7. Now, if p € {a}^ n {b}^, then p e 3\a) n ô'{a) = {e]^ =\e} 
and {a}^ n {b}^ Ш {e}x-> i-c, a Q{e}{^) b. Jf a ô' b, a = b, then a = b = e and 
{«};c ^ {b};c E {^b, i.e., a Q^,^{Q) b. 
Conversely, if a Q{e}{^) b, a Ф b, then {a}^ n {b}^ g {e}^ = {e} and a . b e 
G {a}^ n {b}^ = {e}, i.e., a . b = e, a S' b. If a Q{e){^) b, a = b, then [a]^ = (g} 
and a = e, i.e., a ô' b. 
N o t a t i o n , (exp S)c = {X e exp 5 : X э С}, ß(exp S) = {j/^. : j / g exp 5},, 
Oc(exp S) = { j / , : ̂  g (exp 5)c}. 
2.5. Corollary. / / (S, ß) /s a non empty set with a closure system Q, С e Q, then 
((exp S)c, *, C) is a commutative semigroup with a zero С, where Ä . В ^ Л n В 
for every А, В e (exp S)c, and the restriction Xc of the mapping x from Proposition 
2.2 on (exp S)c is an ideal mapping in (exp S, •) and also in ((exp S)c, •). Further, 
a 3'-polarity in ((exp S)c, •) /5 a {C}-polarity Q^C}{^C{^W ^)) ^^ ((exp S)c, ^c(exp S)). 
Proof. The first part of Corollary can be proved similarly as Proposition 2.2. The 
second part follows from Proposition 2.4 and the fact {C}^^ = {X e (exp S)c : X g 
s С} = {С}. 
2.6. Proposition. For a C-polarity Qc{^) on a closure system (S, Q) and a ô'-
polarity on a commutative semigroup ((exp S)c, •), where С e Q, it holds: 
1. X e ôXÂ) o X я p{Ä, С) for A,XE(exp S)c. 
2. Moreover, if QC(^) is compatible with Q, then S'(A) == {p{A, C))^^, 3"(A) = 
= {p^{A, C))^^, ô'l(p(A, C))^J = ô[{p{A, С)), where A e (exp S)c andxc is the ideal 
mapping on (exp S)c from 2.5. 
Proof. l.Xeô\A)oX.A = CoX n i = CoX ^ p{Ä,C). 
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2. The fact Ô^A) = {p{A, C)%^ follows from 1 and 1.9, 2): Хе(У{А)оХ g 
g p{Ä, C)<^XG {P(Ä, C)},^ OXE {P{Ä, C)} ,^ . Further, for each X G сУ{р{А. С)) 
and each Z e [р(Л, C)]^^ we have Z g p{Ä, C)andX . Z = X n Z ^ X n p{Ä, С) = 
= X п ^ ( 1 Г с ) = X . p{Ä, С) = С, i.e., X G ^ ' [ (К^. С))^с]- It means (5'(р(Л, С)) g 
g ^ T C K ^ O x J and from p{Ä, С) e {p{A, C)),^ we have o'{p{Ä, C)) ш 
Ш ОЩА, C),J. Finally, Ô\A) = '̂(^X^)) = ^^(K^. C^J = ПР{^^ C)) = 
3. POLARS ON SPECIAL CLOSURE SPACES 
3.1. Proposition. Let Qc{^) be compatible with Ü for each С g S. Then Q defines 
a topological space of Bourbaki on S if and only if Г(5, Q) is a sublattice of the 
lattice (exp S, u , n) . 
Proof. =>: For every P,Qe Г{3, Q) it holds PKjQ = PuQ = P^QeÜ = 
= r{S, Q), see 1,9,3. 
<^: If A,B^S, then Ä и В = p{S\A, A) KJ p{S\ B, B)e Г{8, Q) = Q (see 
1.9,3 and [8], 1.5,a)), i.e., Ли В = Au В = А и В. 
3.2. Proposition. If0eQ, then p{Ä, 0) = {s e S : s ^ S\ Ä} for each Л g 5. 
Proof. If 5 e p[Ä, 0), then s n ä g 5 = 0 for each a e Ä, i.e., s n Ä = Ф and 
s g S' \ Л. Further, if s g S \ Ä, then s n ä g (S \ Л) n Л = 0 for each a e Ä and 
5 e p{Ä, 0). 
3.3. Theorem. / / {s} u 0 G iQ/or едс/z s G 5, then p{A, C) = {S\A) KJ С for every 
A, С ^ S. If Qc{^) is compatible with Q and p{A, C) = {S\A)KJ С for every 
A,CQS, then {s} u 0 G Q for each seS. 
Proof. If X E p{A, C)\C, then 3c n ä g С for every aeA and x ф a, i.e., 
xeS\A, p{A, C) g С u ( S \ A). Further, С g p{A, C)(see [8], 1.1,a)) and 5 n ä = 
= ({s} u 0) n {{a} иЩ = {{s] n {a}) u 0 == ̂  g С for every 5 G S \ Л and a e A, 
i.e., С и ( 5 \ Л ) g р(Л, C). 
If Qc{Q) is compatible with Q, then we have p(S \ {s}, 0) = (S \ (S \ {s})) u 0 = 
= {5} u 0 for each 5 G -S and thus {5} u 0 G Q, see 1.8,2. 
3.4. Corollary. Ler {s} G Q for each s e S. Then Q0{^) is compatible with Q if 
and only ifQ — exp S. 
Proof. =>: It is 0 G O and S\A = р(Л, 0) = р{ЛЛ) = S\Ä (see З.З), i.e., 
Л G ß for each A ^ S. The second implication is clear. 
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